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through  their annualized costs and benefits.  It allows consideration of many projects  for  large road networks and  it makes the SNIP2 
suitable for  identification of safety focus areas  in strategic safety plans. The SNIP optimizer – a heuristic approximation of a  large‐size 
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1. SNIP2 OVERVIEW
There are two major components:
1. The Data Renewal Process (DRP) which updates the
SNIP2 database (Figure 1.1).
2. SNIP2, which includes the user interface and the up-to-
date database produced with the DRP (Figure 1.2).
The DRP is performed on a regular basis, typically
once a year, by a dedicated team in charge of maintaining
SNIP2 in an up-to-date version.
The SNIP2 tool is a computer application that
supports the following four operations (see Figure 1.2):
1. Identification of high-crash road elements (segments and
intersection) that exhibit excessive numbers or propor-
tions of crashes of a type defined by the user.
2. Clustering of the identified high-crash road elements into
larger sections that exhibit similar safety needs.
3. Visualization of the individual road elements and road
clusters on digital maps.
4. Selection of the most cost-effective combinations of road
elements and safety countermeasures according to a user-
defined budget and other constraints.
1.1 Data Renewal Process
The Data Renewal Process (DRP) includes updating
the existing data by acquiring new data at their sources,
reformatting them to meet the standards of the Purdue
University Center for Road Safety (CRS) database
(called also ‘‘the master database’’), integrating these
data into tables that meet the master database specifica-
tions, and replacing the existing data. These new
formatted and integrated data are then post-processed
to prepare them for use by SNIP2. The data maintenance
is facilitated by a suite of procedures developed by CRS
or available in ArcGIS. The data updating may be
performed annually or when a major change of data at
any of the data sources occurs to reflect these changes in
the SNIP2 database.
The DRP facilitates the updating of the GIS and non-
GIS data in a convenient and efficient process. The data
management procedures include ArcGIS geo-processing
and VBA implementation and Model Builder codes that
are not packaged as a single module, but rather are used
separately as needed to maintain the flexibility of the data
management process. The DRP acquires data from the
sources, reformats and preprocesses it, and links it
together.More details can be found in the SNIP2 research
report (Tarko, Mingyang, Romero, & Thomaz, 2014).
The final stage of data preparation uses SAS and SQL
scripts to merge crash data with their respective assigned
road elements by re-codifying, rearranging, and renaming
variables. The resulting tables are then uploaded in their
final format to the SNIP2 database in SQL Server, where
they can be accessed by the SNIP2 interface.
1.2 Road Network Screening
The Road Network Screening module facilitates
building queries and performs screening tasks that
identify crashes and road elements that meet the query
criteria. For example, the user may need a list of rural
road segments with narrow shoulders that are experien-
cing a considerable number of severe single-vehicle
crashes in order to identify locations where widening
shoulders might be justified. The definitions of queries
and the results of their execution are saved in a study
folder for later project continuation. The user also has an
option of saving the queries to libraries to be used in
other future studies. The Road Network Screening
processor executes the screening task by accessing the
SNIP2 database and searches for crashes and roads
according to a query currently in use, the results of which
are saved in the Study Queries folder. These results then
can be accessed by these other SNIP2 processors:
clustering, visualization, and optimizer (Figure 1.3).
The screening process is described in Appendix A.
1.3 Road Clustering
Road segments and intersections that exhibit an
excessive number of crashes may be concentrated along
longer road sections. Clustering these elements can
Figure 1.1 SNIP Data Renewal Process.
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reveal large-scale safety issues that otherwise might be
overlooked if the screening analysis is focused on
individual spots. For example, clustering segments with
excessive numbers of rear-end crashes may reveal a
spill-over safety effect that originated at a signalized
intersection with a capacity shortage or where traffic
signals are poorly coordinated.
Clustering state road segments and intersections
along state routes can help INDOT identify parts of
corridors that require certain road improvements from
a safety standpoint. These clusters might be found
useful in scoping such projects. The clustering proce-
dure is presented in Appendix B.
1.4 Results Visualization
The Road Network Screening module saves the
results of a query in a tabular format convenient for
clustering and for additional processing as needed. The
final results also may be displayed on GIS maps to
visualize the spatial distribution of the identified roads.
Such visualization is beneficial in presenting the results
to decision-makers and to identify spatial patterns not
detectable otherwise. Since the identified road compo-
nents are geo-coded with their respective latitude and
longitude, they can be visualized with the display
features offered by Google Earth and ArcGIS. This
procedure is presented in the SNIP2 research report
(Tarko, Mingyang, Romero, & Thomaz, 2014) and also
in Appendix C.
1.5 Safety Program Optimizer
The Safety Program Optimizer facilitates develop-
ment of a Catalog of Countermeasures which is then
utilized to find a set of road elements and relevant
Figure 1.2 SNIP2 architecture.
Figure 1.3 Screening module architecture.
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safety countermeasures for these roads that maximize
the safety benefit within a pre-selected budget level.
Thus, the Countermeasures Catalog is the primary
input to the optimization process. The catalog includes:
N Countermeasures considered in the optimization.
N Names and directories of query files that include
definitions of road and safety conditions (coded in
SQL) that justify the countermeasures.
N Crash Modification Factors (CMFs) to evaluate the
safety benefit of the countermeasure applied to a relevant
road element.
N Costs of countermeasures to estimate the countermea-
sure’s implementation cost.
The queries in the Catalog of Countermeasures are
executed before the optimization. Then, the optimization
process is executed and its results are saved in the Results
Folder. The results are in the form of a list of road
elements with applied countermeasures and correspond-
ing economic benefits and costs. Summarized economic
indicators are also available.
The Road Network Screening, Road Clustering, and
Results Visualization modules are described in more
detail in Tarko, Mingyang, Romero, and Thomaz
(2014) and in Appendix D. The remainder of this
manual focuses on the features of the User Interface
and their efficient use.
2. INSTALLATION
SNIP2 is compatible with Windows XP/Vista/7/8. In
order to run SNIP2, the following components first
must be installed:
1. Microsoft SQL Server (version 2008 or greater). A free
version (SQL Server Express) is available at http://www.
microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id529062
2. MS .NET 4.0 Framework or later. If not present during
the installation, SNIP2 will attempt to install this
component if the PC is connected to the Internet.
3. Google Earth or ArcGIS Explorer. If Google Earth is not
installed, it can be downloaded and installed at no charge
at http://www.google.com/earth/index.html Alternatively,
the latest version of ArcGIS Explorer can be downloaded
at http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/explorer.
Once the above components are installed on the
personal computer (PC), the next step in the SNIP2
installation is the creation of a folder My Documents/
SNIP2. The user should then unzip the provided file
into a folder of his/her choice. The SNIP2 installation
package comes with two main components: the SNIP2
installation program and the SNIP2 database. Copy the
SNIP2 database to the My Documents/SNIP2 folder
that was just created.
The administrator of the PC where SQL Server is
installed should then attach the SNIP2 database, which
was copied into the My Documents/SNIP2 folder,
using the Attach function in the SQL Server database
menu. The future user of the program also must have
or (or must be given) administrative rights over the
database, as SNIP2 needs to be able to both read and
write to the database. After the SNIP2 database has
been attached to MS SQL Server, the following
commands should be executed to give SQL Server
permission to run the user-defined functions:








Once SQL Server is configured, an ODBC connection
needs to be established, assigning a connection name to the
SNIP2 database. The proper parameters for this connec-
tion need to be saved to a file named snipiiconnection.txt
which should reside inside the My Documents/SNIP2
folder. A sample file is included in the installation
package and can be custom-edited. The content of the
text file is a simple string, repeated below, where the PC
name and SNIP2_connection_name should be replaced
with the proper values of the user’s PC:
String to be edited by user and saved to file My
Documents/SNIP2/snipiiconnection.txt:
Server 5PC_name\SQLEXPRESS; Database 5SNIP2_
connection_name; integrated security 5 true’’
To install the actual SNIP2 interface, the user should
return to the folder where the content of the zip file was
extracted and run the installation process by clicking
on the setup.exe file. The readme.txt file explains the
installation steps.
Once the program is installed and the user has made
sure it is working, the user may delete the unzipped files
in the folder with the setup.exe file to save disk space.
The user should save the zipped/compressed file in case
it is needed to reinstall the program. Do not delete the
My Documents/SNIP2 folder nor the files in the folder.
Also, do not delete the files in the folder to which the
program was installed.
3. RUNNING SNIP2
The program can be executed from the Windows
start menu where the SNIP2 program should be listed if
already installed.
3.1 SNIP2-SQL Connection
Every time SNIP2 is run, it will attempt to establish a
connection to the SNIP2 database in the SQL Server. It
will look for the SNIP2connection.txt file inside the
SNIP2 folder. This file will contain the string that
establishes the parameters needed to connect to the user’s
SQL server. If the file is found, the programwill read the
string and establish the proper connection. A message
announcing the successful connection (Figure 3.1) will
bemomentarily flashedon screen before the full interface
loads.
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In case the SNIP2connection.txt file is not found, a
file dialog will open asking the user to locate where a
file with the proper connection string can be found. A
copy of any selected file will be copied to the SNIP2
folder and renamed SNIP2connection.txt. The connec-
tion string then will be read and connection established.
If for some reason the user desires to connect to a
different SQL Server, he or she can use the Settings/
Read Configuration File menu option and the same
file dialog window will appear, allowing for a new
SNIP2connection.txt to be selected. (See Figure 3.2.)
Assuming that the connection to SQL Server is
successful, SNIP2 then initializes itself and removes any
temporary tables remaining open from a previous run.
Themain interface should appear within several seconds
(Figure 3.3).
3.2 SNIP2 Interface
The SNIP2 interface includes a command bar and
tabs arranged below the command bar (Figure 3.4).
The command bar facilitates operations on study files
and folders and changes to the general SNIP2 settings.
The tabs arranged in the second row facilitate defining
queries and catalogs, execution of screening, road
clustering, graphical visualization, and optimization
operations. The third row of queries appears as needed
after selecting one of the tabs in the second row.
3.2.1 Screening Tab
The Screening tab opens another row of six tabs to
facilitate the screening operations (Figure 3.4). These
screening tabs allow the user to specify the screening
conditions (i.e., types of road elements and types of
crashes) to be considered in searching for high-crash
roads. These screening conditions, once defined, can be
executed right away or saved as queries for future use
by means of the appropriate buttons present inside the
screening tab pane. The user also has an option to reset
the conditions of a query. Chapter Screening explains
how to use the screening tabs.
3.2.2 Clustering Tab
The second tab of the interface is the Clustering tab.
It allows clustering the road elements identified in the
screening phase. The clustering combines road elements
experiencing similar safety problems into larger parts of
the road network based on their safety performance.
The clusters may be suitable for determining the scope
of certain safety studies. Chapter Clustering provides
more details about the clustering tool.
3.2.3 Optimization Tab
The third tab opens the optimization pane. This module
allows the user to develop new or select an existing catalog
of countermeasures with the collection of countermeasures
to be processed. In addition, the user specifies one of the
three types of analysis to be performed:
Figure 3.1 Successful connection to SQL server.
Figure 3.2 Missing SQL server string connection file dialog.
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1. Safety plan optimization
2. Safety plan cost prediction
3. Safety plan evaluation
Depending on the type of analysis, the user may need
to specify the total budget and other constraints. The
details of these three analyses are explained in chapter
Optimization.
3.2.4 Visualization Tab
The fourth and last tab, Visualization, allows
specifying the visualization settings, creating Keyhole
Markup Language (KML) files for results visualiza-
tion, and execution of visualization employing Google
Earth or other earth browser such as ArcGIS Explorer
Desktop. The KML files can also be displayed outside
of SNIP2 by other suitable tools such as ArcGIS.
Chapter Visualization explains the visualization tool.
3.3 Folders and Files
When SNIP2 is run for the first time, it will generate
three subfolders inside the SNIP2 main folder. The Study
subfolder is the suggested place for the user to create and
store new study files. The other two subfolders are
QueryLibrary and CatalogLibrary. The QueryLibrary
folder is where the user can store query definitions that
he or she deems useful for future studies, thereby saving
the user’s time defining queries again. The queries stored
in this library may be imported, customized, and saved
later as needed.
In a similar fashion, the CatalogLibrary folder should
be used to store user-created catalogs of countermeasures
Figure 3.3 SNIP2 main interface.
Figure 3.4 Command and tab bars in the SNIP2 interface.
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that may be re-used or used as building blocks for other
catalogs in the future. The basic SNIP2 folder structure
for studies and queries is shown in Figure 3.5. It should be
noted that although this folder structure is suggested and
automatically created by SNIP2, the user is given the
freedom to create study folders anywhere in the PC.
Regardless of where they may be created by the user, the
study folders will always contain five subfolders to store
the files created by the different modules (see Figure 3.5,
study 4) Once an existing study folder is selected for use,
SNIP2 will also create and save its files properly.
3.4 Typical Operations
The SNIP2 program allows performing a number of
operations by selecting the appropriate tabs. Some of
these tasks need to be performed in a specific order,
while other tasks can be executed separately. The tasks
that a user may typically perform include:
1. Creating new study folders or selecting existing ones.
These folders and their subfolders are used to store query
definitions, cluster results, visualization files, catalogs of
countermeasures, and optimization analyses. Every study
folder created automatically includes subfolders for each
of these categories.
2. Screening road segments or intersections for crashes
of user-defined types. This screening is executed with
queries defined by the user. These queries can be saved
and executed individually or as a batch of queries
organized in a catalog of countermeasures.
3. Ranking safety needs by certain types of segments and
intersections. This screening is based on safety perfor-
mance measures that reflect the number of the relevance
and reference crashes on these segments and at intersec-
tions. The resulting ranked list is saved in a Comma
Separated Values (csv) file placed in the queries subfolder
of the current study folder.
4. Clustering segments and intersections in groups that
exhibit excessive numbers of crashes of certain type while
the surrounding roads do not. Such a grouping of high-
crash roads may help scope safety improvement studies.
The resulting clustered roads are saved in csv files in the
clustering subfolder of the current study folder.
5. Displaying the results (high-crash roads) in Google Earth
or ArcGIS Explorer. Since the program creates KML
visualization files, the user may visualize results from
previously run analyses as long as the files are saved in
the visualization subfolder, respective query, or cluster-
ing subfolders of the current study folder.
6. Creating new or editing existing catalogs of counter-
measures. A catalog of countermeasures is a set of
predefined queries supplemented with additional inputs.
The catalog of countermeasures is read by the optimizer
module. The user can add a query to a catalog by reading
it from the queries folder of the current study, from the
queries folders of other studies, or from the query library
folder.
7. Running the optimizer to obtain the best combination of
relevant safety countermeasures for the identified safety
needs. These results are obtained from a catalog of
countermeasures by maximizing the safety benefits under
limited resources and are saved to the optimizer sub-folder.
4. SCREENING
The screening process includes a number of steps and
the six tabs contained inside the main screening tab
facilitate entering all the inputs required by the screening
task, executing the screening, and inspecting the results.
The screening process also requires creating, reading,
and saving files, which are facilitated by the file ope-
ration buttons arranged at the bottom of the interface
(Figure 4.1). The user has options to open and save
queries in the current study or the query library.
The user has a number of reset options available. The
red button at the bottom of the pane, visible in all six
screening sub-tabs resets the query completely, erasing
all user choices. Alternatively, the buttons present in the
upper region of the tabs for extracting road elements,
relevance, reference, or target crashes can reset the
choices made only in those individual tabs.
The screening tabs open the input windows of a
convenient query editor that can help a user unfamiliar
with SQL build queries by selecting crash properties
and road properties from the possible. SNIP2 converts
this selection to SQL expressions and executes them in
the MS SQL server. The direct screening results include
the road elements and crashes that meet the query
conditions, which then undergo a number of statistical
computations; and the final results are presented to the
user in a tabular form. The results then can be used
with the clustering tab or accessed with the visualiza-
tion tab. Queries, if saved, can later be organized into
catalogs of countermeasures to be run in a batch mode
for the optimizer module.
4.1 Study Folder
Although it is not necessary for the user to create or
open an existing study folder in order to perform a
screening session, it is advisable to do so in order to
later be able to save the query and the results. A study
can be selected or created at any time before or duringFigure 3.5 SNIP2 folder structure.
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the creation of a query by selecting the proper menu
option (Figure 4.2).
If a new study folder is created, then it becomes the
study folder in use. Every created study folder has five
subfolders dedicated to different tasks. If the user decides
to save queries or create new catalogs of countermeasures,
SNIP2 will save them in the current study and in the
proper subfolder. The user has the option to choose a
different folder.
4.2 Years, Scope, Element, and Exposure
The first screening tab (Figure 4.3) takes the user to
the screening pane where the selection of the years,
scope, elements, and exposure of the study are executed
in four fields.
1. Years. The years with crashes available in the database
are presented. The user defined the study period by
selecting years. It is advisable that a period of consecutive
years be selected.
2. Scope. Five scope options are available: state, district,
county, township, and city. Clicking any option other
than state opens a window displaying a list of smaller
geographical units: districts, counties, townships, or cities
from which the user can select. Multiple geographical
units within a given scope can be selected.
3. Infrastructure element. SNIP2 offers two different types
of road elements that can be explored: segments and
intersections. When an element type is chosen, only the
appropriate set of element selection criteria is available in
the Road Elements tab.
4. Exposure. Depending on the element type chosen,
different measures of exposure are available for selection.
VMT and Length are choices for segments, and Traffic
Volume is automatically chosen for intersections.
4.3 Element Selection Criteria
The Road Elements tab opens a page that allows
the user to select specific road types and geometry
conditions for consideration in the study as selection
criteria. This page serves two types of roads: segments
and intersections. The type of road selected in the Scope
field will be active while the other option will be
disabled and greyed out. Figure 4.4 illustrates the case
where segments were previously chosen by the user. The
available selection criteria for intersections are greyed
out.
The selection criteria are presented as a tree. The
selection group can be expanded to show choices that
belong to that group or can be collapsed to hide the
choices. The user can select multiple values by marking
the boxes in front of the desired multiple choices
(Figure 4.5).
After the selections are properly marked, the user
should click on the Extract Element Data button. The
mouse pointer is replaced with a turning wheel while a
popup window warns the user to wait until the data
extraction is completed. Once the query processor is
finished, the mouse pointer returns and a text box at the
bottom of the page displays the SQL commands that
summarize the selection criteria just executed by SQL
Server.
After the extraction is completed, the View Extracted
Elements button prompts the user to view a table
containing the road elements that satisfy the current
selection criteria. A button to reset the element choices
made by the user is also available (Figure 4.5). Similar
selection reset buttons are present on each of the
different crash selection tabs.
4.4 Crash Selection Criteria
4.4.1 Relevance Crashes
The Relevance Crashes tab allows the user to define
the types of crashes used to estimate the road safety
performance. If the screening is designed to identify
roads for a given selected countermeasure (e.g., widen-
ing road shoulders), then the crashes caused by the road
deficiency to be eliminated with the countermeasure
should be specified as relevance crashes (e.g., run-off-
road crashes).
There are three groups of crash criteria, which are
organized in selection trees: environmental criteria,
vehicle criteria, and person criteria (Figure 4.6). Since
the interface has certain limitations, it is important that
the user understand how the SNIP2 interprets the
choices made with the selection trees. The following
three rules apply.
Figure 4.1 Screening buttons.
Figure 4.2 Create or open study folder.
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Rule 1. Multiple options selected in the same group
of options are equivalent to setting two conditions
connected with the logical operator ‘‘OR.’’ For instance,
selecting the Daylight and Dawn/Dusk options for the
Light Conditions group is equivalent to looking for
crashes that occurred during the daylight OR the dawn/
dusk conditions:
Light Conditions 5 Daylight OR Light Conditions 5
Dawn/Dusk.
Rule 2. Multiple values selected in different groups
are equivalent to setting two conditions connected with
the logical operator ‘‘AND.’’ For instance, selecting the
Daylight option in the Light Conditions group and
selecting the Friday option in the Day of Week group is
equivalent to looking for crashes that happened on
Fridays AND during the daylight conditions:
Light Conditions 5 Daylight AND Day of Week 5
Friday.
Rule 3. If the user defines the environmental, vehicle,
and person criteria, then the crashes that meet all these
criteria are selected with the logical operator ‘‘AND.’’ For
example, defining the environmental criterion shown as an
example in Rule 1 and selecting the Van option in the
Vehicle Type group in the Vehicle Criteria tree is
equivalent to searching for crashes involved a van
AND occurred in the daylight OR dawn/dusk conditions:
(Light Conditions 5 Daylight OR Light Conditions 5
Dawn/Dusk) AND Vehicle Type 5 Van.
After the criteria for selection is defined, the user
should click the Extract Relevance Crash Data button.
The mouse pointer becomes a turning wheel while a
popup window advises the user to wait until the data
extraction is completed. Once the extraction is com-
pleted, a text box at the bottom of the page displays the
resulted SQL query submitted to SQL Server. The
button View Extracted Crashes allows the user to view a
table containing the crash data which satisfy the criteria
for the type of crashes specified by the user.
4.4.2 Reference Crashes
Reference crashes constitute a larger class of crashes
that include relevance crashes. For example, injury
crashes at an intersection may serve as reference crashes
to right-angle injury crashes at that intersection. In
another example, all crashes on a road segment may be
used as reference crashes for fatal crashes on the same
segment. In some studies, the user may want to know
the proportion of relevance crashes in the reference
Figure 4.3 Year/scope/element/exposure tab.
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crashes. SNIP2 offers this option and also evaluates if
the crash proportion on a road element is significantly
higher than the average proportion in the selected scope
of road elements.
Prompted by the order of the screening tabs, the
selection conditions for reference crashes may be
defined after doing so for relevance crashes. After the
relevance crashes are extracted, the page called by the
Reference Crashes tab presents the three selection trees
collapsed, except for groups where at least one selection
was made in the Relevance Crashes tab. Presenting the
selection tree in this way helps the user to expand the
relevance crash class to make it suitable for becoming a
reference crash class. The user can expand the crash
class by selecting more options in the groups where at
least one selection was made for defining relevance
crashes. It must be emphasized that removing ALL
already selected options is equivalent to removing this
group from consideration. It can be accomplished by
unmarking each option or clicking twice on the box in
front of the group.
Once the criteria for selecting reference crashes are
determined, the remaining steps are the same as already
described for relevance crashes.
4.4.3 Target Crashes
The Target Crashes tab allows defining the target
crashes, which are the crashes that would be affected by
a safety countermeasure. Their number is multiplied by
Figure 4.4 Element selection criteria.
Figure 4.5 Reset element criteria button.
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the corresponding CMF to estimate the reduced number
of crashes after the countermeasure is implemented. The
difference between the original and reduced crashes is the
source of the safety benefit estimated in the optimization
module.
The operations in this tab are identical to theRelevance
Crashes tab.
4.5 Saving and Retrieving Queries
The user can define a new selection of conditions for
roads and crashes or can open a saved query by clicking
on the button that corresponds to the desired query file
operation (Figure 4.7.) In SNIP2, query files have the
qry extension (Figure 4.8). An opened query will be
presented to the user via the marked options in the
three selection trees. The selection trees will have all
branches collapsed except for the query choices selected
(Figure 4.9). The user may then continue editing the
opened query or, if all criteria have been already
defined, may decide to execute it.
At any time while using the screening tabs, the user can
save the currently defined selections to a query file. To save
a query, the user clicks on the button that saves the query
to the current study or the QueryLibrary folder. It is
important to note that the saved query does not include
any results, only the query coded in the text format.
The user can also reset the query (both road and
crash conditions) at any time by clicking the red Reset
Query button.
4.6 Screening Execution and Results
Clicking the Start Screening Calculations button
executes the screening operation. The safety perfor-
mance measures are calculated as well as the indica-
tors for their statistical confidence. The output pane
(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11) includes detailed infor-
mation about all the elements that satisfy the element
selection criteria in the scope. The latitude and longitude
coordinates are also provided. This information is useful
in visualizing the results with ArcGIS or Google Earth.
The results also include the crash statistics as well as
the safety performance values and the corresponding
confidence levels.
By clicking the Export Results button, the user saves
the results to csv file that can be imported for use by
the SNIP2 clustering and visualization modules. The
default folder to which to save the results is the Queries
subfolder of the current study.
Figure 4.6 Crash selection criteria tab.
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Figure 4.7 Buttons for saving, retrieving, or resetting queries.
Figure 4.8 Folder with qry files.
Figure 4.9 All collapsed branches, except for branches with selected options.
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Figure 4.10 Results pane.
Figure 4.11 Output table.
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5. CLUSTERING
The screening component identifies which road
elements experience an excessive number of crashes.
Clustering these elements into longer road sections may
reveal useful spatial patterns that otherwise may go
unnoticed and may be helpful to INDOT engineers in
scoping corridor improvement studies and other safety-
oriented programs.
It is important to note that elements with safety
needs should be clustered based on the safety perfor-
mance measures in order to obtain road clusters that
are relevant from the safety management point of view.
There are three basic safety measures that can be used
to identify road elements with an excessive number of
crashes of a certain category: crash frequency, crash rate,
and crash proportion. These measures were introduced
earlier in this report and presented in Appendix A.
Crashes are subject to a strong random fluctuation over
time and two safety performance indices: Confidence F
andAdjusted Index IA, are proposed to estimate the level
of statistical confidence that the detected excessive
number of crashes indicates a systematic issue rather
than just the effect of random fluctuation.
Confidence F is the probability of a safety level equal
to or better than the one observed during the period of
analysis if the expected safety level in the long run is
average for the type of location and under the given
exposure. The higher confidence F is, the stronger is the
evidence that the location experiences a real safety
problem. Values of F50.90 and higher are typically used.
Adjusted index IA is the difference between the safety
observed during the period of analysis and the safety
expected given the location type and exposure, divided
by the standard deviation of the difference estimate on
an equivalent normal distribution. It is a simplified
measure of Confidence F. Values of IA51.5 and higher
provide sufficient evidence that the location is experi-
encing a real safety problem.
An additional and important criterion of considering a
road element as a high-crash location is the minimum
number of crashes. This criterion addresses the limitation
of the F statistic for roads with very low crash frequency
such as low-volume county roads. In extreme cases, a
segment with zero crashes can have a value of F higher
than the threshold for high-crash locations. This result is
correct from the statistical point of view because zero may
be a highly likely outcome for low-volume roads. On the
other hand, selecting such a road as a high-crash location
is incorrect from the safety management point of view.
One of the important operations of clustering road
elements is evaluation of the safety level in the current
clusters in order to be able to claim that the obtained
clusters experience excessive numbers of crashes. A
practical method of updating safety evaluation in
clusters is aggregation of safety measures.
Three user-selected threshold values control building
clusters: the minimum number of crashes, the threshold
confidence F1 (or I1) and the threshold confidence F2 (or
index I2). The clustering module builds a cluster starting
with the road element which has the highest F.F1 (or
I.I1) and the number of crashes at least equal to the
minimum value. The algorithm allows adding a road
element if to the current cluster if: (1) the element is
adjacent to the currently built cluster, (2) it has the
confidence F (or index I) greater than the threshold F2 (or
threshold I2), and the confidence F for the cluster after
adding the new element is still higher than the threshold
F1 (or threshold I1). When no additional element can be
added to the cluster, the clustering tool stops building the
current cluster and searches for a next road element
suitable to build a new cluster. The clustering ends when
no suitable road elements can be found.
The user can restrict the clusters building only along
the same routes to follow the common practice in
scoping road studies. Other restrictions may be added
to the algorithm as needed. A list of clusters and their
elements is obtained based on the screening results, the
network topology, and the parameters set by the user.
The clustering component requirements are pre-
sented below as well as a description of the interface
of the Clustering tab, which includes the data importa-
tion process, the user settings, the clustering calcula-
tions, and the results.
A description of each necessary step to run the process
is shown below, which includes the user settings, the open
data files, the clustering calculations, and the results.
5.1 Settings
The clustering process uses the three user-selected
threshold values: minimum number of crashes, thresh-
old confidence F1 (or index I1) and threshold con-
fidence F2 (or index I2). It seems that the minimum
number of crashes set at 2 serves its purpose. The user
may use a larger value if it better reflects the local
policy. The recommended ranges for the other settings
are: (0.9–0.97) for F1, (0.5–0.9) for F2 with the
recommendation that F1.F2, or (1.25–2) for I1, (0–
1.25) for I2 with the recommendation that I1.I2.
Thus, before running the clustering tool, there are basic
settings needed (Figure 5.1): selecting the variable type to
control the process either adjusted index I or confidence F,
setting thresholds F1 or I1 and I2 or F2, selecting the
clustering variable criteria and the exposure options for
segments and intersections, andallowing (or restricting) the
clusters building along the same routes to follow the
common practice in scoping road studies by selecting
(deselecting) the Allow Clustering Crossing Roads check
box.Allowing this optionmay lead to clusters that ‘‘turn’’
at an intersection to another state-administered route.
5.2 Selecting Files
Input to the clustering tool is included in the
screening tool results. One or more files with the results
must be selected. Clicking on the Select Files button
shown in Figure 5.2 opens the Windows file selection
window where the appropriate files can be selected. It is
important to note that it is necessary to open all the
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Figure 5.1 Settings.
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Figure 5.2 Selecting data.
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files at once, which is accomplished by highlighting the
selected files using the control key and clicking the
Open button.
5.3 Executing Clustering
Once the settings and the data opening have been
completed, the Clustering button is enabled. By clicking
on it, the clustering process begins. It is important to
note that this process may take several minutes. After it
ends, the user is asked to provide a file name and a
folder to which the results are saved.
At the end of the clustering process, a window opens
with a summary report that shows the total number of
clusters found, the total segments included, and the total
intersection points included, as shown in Figure 5.3.
5.4 Results
The clustering process creates one csv file that
contains the segment and intersection information for
the clusters.
The file contains the Element ID and the Cluster ID,
which is the ID of the cluster to which this element
belongs. This file is used in the visualization process as
explained in chapter Visualization.
6. VISUALIZATION
The user has two options for visualization of the
results:
1. The visualization tool embedded in the SNIP2 package
that creates files to be visualized using any earth browser
such as ArcGIS Explorer Desktop or Google Earth.
2. Linking the data to an external shape file using ArcGIS.
An Internet connection is needed to run the visualiza-
tion option via either Google Earth or ArcGIS Explorer.
Both methods are explained in this section.
The results presentation is the final step of SNIP2. In
this phase, the user can visualize the results obtained in
the screening or clustering steps. This SNIP2 compo-
nent, shown in Figure 6.1, allows creating KML files
for both the screening and the clustering components.
KML is the file format used to display geographic data
in an earth browser such as Google Earth, Marble,
ArcGIS Explorer Desktop, etc.
6.1 Settings
Before running the clustering tool, there are four
basic settings needed: color code settings first, then line
width, transparency, and variables. (See Figure 6.2.)
Figure 5.3 Clustering summary.
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Figure 6.1 SNIP2 visualization tab.
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The display settings include:
N Width of the displayed lane
N Circle diameter for displaying intersections
N Level of transparency
N Criterion for adding elements to a folder in the KML file
(I2 or F2 and minimum number of crashes)
N Safety performance measure for segments and intersections
N Enabling/disabling ranges of values
N Minimum and maximum values of the ranges
N Color displayed for the range
The user should be aware that changing between I
and F displays the default ranges of the values, thus any
user-entered values will be wiped out.
6.2 Selecting Files
Clicking on the Select Files button shown in
Figure 6.3 opens the Windows file selection window
where the user may select the files with the results for
display. Unlike in the case of clustering, where the user
has to open all the files at once, this time the files for
visualization can be converted to the KML format one by
one or all at once. In both cases, multiple KML files are
created. The user can display all the created KML files in
Google Earth or other earth browsers simultaneously.
6.3 Creating KML File
Clicking on the Create KML File button creates and
saves KLM files in the visualization folder of the study,
with the same name as the input files that were
processed but which add an indication of the selected
safety performance measure.
KML is the file format used to display geographic data
in a GIS browser, such as Google Earth, Marble, or
ArcGIS Explorer Desktop. To display the results, Google
Earth or ArcGIS Explorer Desktop must be installed.
If neither is currently installed, Google Earth can be
downloaded at no charge at http://www.google.com/
earth/index.html. You can download ArcGIS Explorer
Desktop at no charge at http://www.esri.com/software/
arcgis/explorer/download.
Upon opening (double-clicking), Google Earth is
called automatically to open the SNIP2-created KML
file. Google Earth displays the full extent of the KML
file with all the elements shown according to the user’s
settings. For zooming in, just double-click on the zone
you want to zoom. The zoom level also can be
controlled with the mouse wheel. It is important to
note that if the KML file reaches the maximum number
of elements, Google Earth can display in a single view,
and then a subset of elements is not shown. If this
Figure 6.2 Changing color code.
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Figure 6.3 Selecting files for visualization.
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situation happens, you need only to zoom in to display
fewer elements at the same time.
By clicking on one of the displayed elements, a pop
up window with the calculated indexes and confidence
values and the element ID is shown (Figure 6.4).
You will find more information about using Google
Earth at http://www.google.com/earth/learn/.
6.4 ArcGIS Tools
ArcGIS provides many tools that can accomplish the
visualization task. Among the various features available




N Selection by attributes
Symbology refers to visualization of feature (i.e., a
single element), categories of elements, quantities, etc., by
colors or symbols. Symbology has a special procedure to
prepare tools like bar charts or pie charts as part of an
individual element. A step-by-step approach is presented
as an example.
6.4.1 Joining Output with Shape File
Open the output file and join with the existing shape
file that corresponds to it. Here, the segment shape file
needs to be joined with the output table that ranks the
rural two-way lanes having narrow shoulders. For
joining purposes, the CFID from the segment file
should match with the CFID in the output file. (See
Figure 6.5.)
6.4.2 Select Symbology Settings
After the output table is joined with the segment table,
right click on the joined shape file and click on Properties.
Click on the Symbology tab, then Quantities, and
finally graduated colors. Now the user needs to add the
total crashfield (oranyother field tosymbolize)as input for
the Field. The user may choose a specific color ramp for
symbology. For example red to green ramp can show the
high crashes in red and low crashes in green. (See
Figure 6.6.)
ArcGIS provides options for user-defined and standard
classification for Symbology. In order to change the
default classification scheme and values, click on the
Classify button. The classification window will appear.
In the drop-down list in theClassificationwindow, there
are a number of options for classification methods (e.g.,
Equal Interval, Quantile, Natural Breaks, etc.). Also
there is an option called Manual for user-defined
classification settings. The user can see the distribution
of the Index in the window along with vertical lines
showing the current classification (Figure 6.7).
Also, when the Manual option is selected, the user
can slide the vertical line by dragging the mouse to
change the upper/lower limits for a particular class.
Click Apply after all the parameters for symbology
are selected. Now, the user will be able to see the high
crash location in red. (See Figure 6.8).
Figure 6.4 KML file displayed in Google Earth.
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Figure 6.5 Joining shape file with output.
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Figure 6.6 Choosing setting for symbology.
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Figure 6.7 Classification settings in symbology.
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7. OPTIMIZATION
The SNIP2 Optimization module selects the best
combination of roads with safety needs and relevant
countermeasures that produce the highest safety benefit
within a limited budget. A Catalog of Countermeasures
includes the needed inputs that represent the safety
countermeasures to be considered in the optimization
with corresponding selection criteria. In addition, the
catalog also provides the unit cost of the counter-
measures and their safety effectiveness expressed though
the CMFs applied to the target crashes.
The first phase requires creation of the catalog of
countermeasures and running it in a batch mode to
prepare a set of roads that experience conditions that
justify the countermeasure. In the second phase, the
SNIP2 optimizer selects the best subset of roads from
this initial set in the following three types of analysis:
1. Safety plan optimization selects the best combination of
relevant safety countermeasures by maximizing the safety
benefits.
2. Safety plan cost prediction predicts the lowest cost
required to save the user-specified number of crashes in
the study area.
3. Safety plan evaluation predicts the overall cost of a specific
safety plan consisting of well-defined safety counter-
measures.
Depending on the type of analysis, the user may need
to specify the total budget and other constraints. The
matrix of conflicting countermeasures is needed regard-
less of the type of analysis. These three analyses are
illustrated with an example in chapter Example: Safety
Plan Optimization.
The following sections first explain the creation of a
catalog of countermeasures and its use in a batch mode;
then, the settings and execution of the optimization are
discussed.
7.1 Catalog of Countermeasures
This feature is used to prepare catalogs of counter-
measures that are collections of query definitions (or
road and crash conditions associated with a counter-
measure). In addition, each query is supplemented with
a set of crash modification factors for different crash
severities, and a unit cost of the associated counter-
measure.
Catalogs can be created by going to the Catalog of
Countermeasures tab, the first tab in the second tab row
(Figure 7) under the Optimization tab. This tab presents
a form that allows creating a new catalog or editing an
existing one. The user may save or run a loaded or just
created catalog. The interface also allows combining
different catalogs into a new one. In SNIP2, catalogs of
countermeasure files have a ctl extension (Figure 7.1).
One line in the catalog of countermeasures corre-
sponds to one query (Figure 7.2). The user may use a
number of queries to identify all the roads that seem to
Figure 6.8 Final results of symbology in map.
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share the same type of safety needs that call for the
same safety countermeasure. The first column should
list the countermeasures. The same countermeasure can
be present in multiple lines. The Description column
should reflect this countermeasure but also should
allow identification of the query.
The Select Query column opens a file dialog pointing
to the query folder of the current study, from where
the user can select any query previously saved. It is
important to remember that the user can always point
to queries saved in any other folder, including other
studies or the Queries Library folder. The CMF values
for the different severity levels should also be entered,
as well as the annualized unit cost in the applicable unit
(e.g., per mile or per intersection). The user should leave
the service life of the countermeasure blank. If the user
Figure 7.2 Catalog of countermeasures.
Figure 7.1 Catalog ctl files.
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decides to enter the total cost of the countermeasure for
its entire service life, then the service life expressed in
years should be entered in the last column.
New lines are added by entering new names in the
Countermeasure column. Lines can be deleted by placing
the mouse button at the left margin of a line and clicking
the ‘‘Del’’ key on the keyboard.
TheMatrix of Conflicting Countermeasures is created
by clicking the Create Matrix of Conflicting Coun-
termeasures button. The countermeasures that cannot
be implemented at the same location (e.g., convert
intersection to roundabout and signalize intersection)
are coded in the Matrix by typing one in the road and
the column of conflicting countermeasures. SNIP2
automatically assures that the matrix stays symmetric.
The Reset Catalog button erases all the entered
values. The Save button opens a file dialog so the user
can save the edited catalog to the study folder or to the
Library of Catalogs folder. When the catalog is saved to
the current study, the ctl file is stored by default in the
current study catalog folder. Multiple catalogs can co-
exist in those folders.
In order to run the queries listed in the catalog, two
conditions must be met: (1) the catalog must be created
or loaded and be displayed on screen; and (2) a study
folder must be selected because the results will be
exported to the selected study’s catalog folder. Once
these two conditions are met, the catalog can be run by
clicking the Run Catalog button. At that time, all
queries in the catalog are run continuously one by one
without the user’s participation.
A popup window is displayed while queries are being
executed, and a status bar in red at the bottom of the
window displays which query and respective query step
are being executed (Figure 7.3). If any error occurs, the
user is informed which query and query step caused the
error (Figure 7.4) and the catalog continues to run.
The results from each query are exported to the
catalog subfolder of the selected study. The results files
will have the same names as their queries, but with an
extension csv and not qry. A popup message is also
displayed announcing the end of the catalog run
(Figure 7.5).
7.2 Running Optimization
The optimization module identifies the best selection of
safety countermeasures based on the results obtained
from the catalog of countermeasures and the user settings,
which include the basic settings and the constraints
definition. This part of the optimizationmodule is divided
into three basic tabs: settings, constrains, and results. A
Figure 7.3 Running the catalog of countermeasures.
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description of each necessary step to run the process is
shown below.
7.2.1 Settings Tab
The Settings Tab allows the user to identify the
optimization problem; select the catalog of counter-
measures; modify the basic economic information such
as interest rate and inflation rate; specify the correspond-
ing years of the data and improvements; and set the
exposure metrics and the type of variable in the selection
criteria. The user also must define the minimum annual
number of crashes for different crash categories and the
minimum I or F values to allow road elements to be
considered for potential improvements. The user can
also save the current optimization problem or load an
existing one. Finally, the user is allowed to define the
type of analysis to perform and set the target annual
number of crashes to save if applicable. (See Figure 7.6.)
7.2.1.1 Selecting Catalog. After running, inbatchmode,
the catalog of countermeasures, the user must select this
catalog for the optimization process. Clicking on the
corresponding open folder button shown in Figure 7.7
opens the file selection window where the appropriate file
canbeselected.Once thecatalog isuploaded, theConstrains
tab shows a list of the existing countermeasures in the
catalog. Each of these countermeasures can be disabled
or enabled for the optimization run.
7.2.1.2 Saving the Optimization Problem.At any time,
the user can save all options in an optimization problem
file that can be opened and edited later. Clicking on the
Save button shown in Figure 7.8 opens the file selection
window where the appropriate file can be saved.
7.2.2 Constraints Tab
After loading the catalog of countermeasures and
displaying the countermeasures in the Constrains panel
(Figure 7.9), the user can define the budget-related
constraints:
1. The total budget constraint is a single value that represents
the total annual budget. This value is only needed for safety
plan optimization and is disabled for other types of analysis.
2. The regional constraints are the maximum budgets for
individual INDOT districts. These constraints are optional;
and the user may select districts for which these constraints
will be applied and then set the maximum budgets for the
selected districts. This constraint may also be used to exclude
a district from the analysis by setting the maximum budget
for that district at zero.
3. The program constraints are the minimum expenditures
guaranteed for user-defined safety programs. A safety
program is a set of queries selected from one or more
countermeasures. As with the regional constraints, the
program constraints are also optional so the user may
create programs and then corresponding program con-
straints or remove existing ones.
It is important to note that the mutually exclusive
constraint is defined when the catalog of counter-
measures is created.
7.2.3 Results Tab
The optimization problem can be executed if the
following components are specified:
1. A file with the results of processing a catalog
2. An identification name for the optimization problem
3. The thresholds for including road elements in the
optimization
4. The optimization constraints
5. The type of analysis and the target annual number of
crashes to save if cost prediction analysis is selected
By clicking on the Run button, the optimizer starts its
calculations. It might take several minutes to get the
results, depending on the size of the problem deter-
mined by the type of analysis, the number of road
elements included in the optimization, and the number
of countermeasures considered.
As shown in Figure 7.10, a summary of the
optimization problem is presented in the Results tab.
Figure 7.4 Catalog error message.
Figure 7.5 Catalog run completion message.
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Figure 7.6 Input data.
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Figure 7.7 Opening the file with the results of the processing catalog.
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Figure 7.8 Saving the optimization problem input.
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Figure 7.9 Constrains tab.
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Figure 7.10 Optimization summary: general results.
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It includes the total annual benefit, the total annual
cost, the final B/C ratio, the number of crashes saved
per year for different levels of severity aggregation, and
a graph representing the results. The horizontal axis
represents the number of selected elements; the left-
vertical axis represents the monetary costs and benefits;
and the right-vertical axis denotes the benefit/cost ratio
values.
All results are saved in three csv files: one file is for
the optimization results, the second is a log file that
contains all the countermeasures not selected due to a
violation of one or more constraints, and the third
contains a summary by countermeasure and district.
The results displayed by SNIP2 include summary
charts and tables for total benefit, total cost, and
benefit-cost ratio, grouped by countermeasure or by
INDOT district. The user can select the chart type and
also a two-way distribution of the results by INDOT
district and by countermeasure as shown in Figure 7.11.
The user is also allowed to exclude some counter-
measures or INDOT districts from the summary charts
and tables.
8. EXAMPLE: WIDENING SHOULDERS
This chapter illustrates the features of SNIP2 applied
to the first study focused on a single safety counter-
measure: widening shoulders of rural roads. It demon-
strates the screening, clustering, and visualization
features.
8.1 Screening
The SNIP2 screening tool is used to select roads that
meet user-specified road criteria, select crashes on those
roads that meet user-specified crash criteria, and then
calculate the safety performance measures and other
statistics for the resulting combination of roads and
crashes. The produced tables of roads with correspond-
ing statistics are saved, and these tables are used as an
input to the SNIP2 clustering and visualization tools.
In the present example, SNIP2 is used to identify
road segments that are suitable for widening shoulders.
The first step is to start the SNIP2 program. SNIP2
initially checks the database for any leftover tables from
Figure 7.11 Optimization summary: total benefit.
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previous analyses; and if any are found, they are purged
in preparation for the new query. Then, the user creates
a study folder called Manual Examples by clicking the
menu option Study/Create New Study Folder.
The example query for widening segment shoulders is
executed for Indiana (scope) and for the period 2010–
2012 (years). Shoulders widening is considered only for
rural two-lane roads with shoulders narrower than six
feet. To avoid segments crossing populated areas, the
non-existence of curbs is also included as part of the
element selection criteria.
The crashes that can be linked with the narrow
shoulders are single-vehicle and run-off-road crashes.
The crash rates are calculated using the segment VMT.
To calculate the crash proportions, the number of
single-vehicle and run-off-road (relevance crashes) are
related to the number of all crashes on the segment
(reference crashes). The available Crash Modification
Factors (CMF) for shoulder widening apply to all
crashes on the segment (target crashes).
To enter the above query conditions, the user opens
the Screening tab and then the Scope/Element tab in the
second row of tabs (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1 shows the selected options for years,
scope, infrastructure elements, and exposure that reflect
the desired input for the widening shoulders query.
The next step is to open the Road Elements tab and
selecting Rural Two Lane in the Segment Type group
and ranges: ,2 ft, 2–4 ft, and 4–6 ft in the Shoulder
Width group. (Figure 8.2.)
Clicking the Extract Element Data button extracts
the relevant segments. The process is complete when the
processing query message disappears. To see the selected
segments, the user must click the View Extracted
Elements button. A table with segments that match the
criteria is displayed.
Once the proper segments are extracted, the user should
extract relevance crashes thatmatch the crash criteria. This
can be done by clicking the Relevance Crashes tab and
selecting option 1 in the Number of Vehicles Involved
group and t 1 and theRanOff-Road option in theManner
of Collision group (Figure 8.3). Once the proper selections
are made, the user should click the Extract Relevance
Crash Data button. The relevance crashes are extracted
when the processing message disappears.
Next, the user should open the Reference Crashes
tab. By default, the selections made in the Relevance
Crashes tab are repeated in the Reference Crashes tab.
Since the reference crashes are all crashes, the user
should clear any selection in the Reference Crashes tab
(Figure 8.4) and then, click the Extract Reference
Crashes button. After the extraction process, the user
has the choice viewing the extracted crashes or moving
to the Target Crashes tab. By default, all the crash
options in the Target Crashes tab are blank, which
corresponds to selecting all the crashes. There is no need
to change anything in this tab because the CMFs apply
to all the crashes. The user should now press the Extract
Target Crashes button to process the extraction.
Once the segments and the crashes are extracted, the
user can execute the calculation of the crash frequen-
cies, rates, proportions, costs, and other statistics for
the selected segments. The user should go to the Results
tab and click the Start Screening Calculations button. It
will take a few minutes to create several interme-
diate tables. The user will see the pop-up message that
the processing is taking place. Once the message
disappears, the final results are displayed on screen
(Figure 8.5).
The table with the results should be exported as a
comma-separated-values (csv) file by clicking the
Export Results button that is located next to the Start
Figure 8.1 Beginning the screening process.
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Figure 8.2 Segment type 5 rural two-lane and shoulder width #6 ft and with no curb.
Figure 8.3 Choosing the relevance crashes. Figure 8.4 Selection tree for the reference and target crashes.
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Screening Calculations button. When the button is
clicked, the file is saved by default to the current study
query folder; in our case, it the Manual Examples/
Queries folder. (See Figure 8.6.)
Some successfully run queries might be needed for
future use, such as inclusion in a catalog of counter-
measures. To save such a query, the user must click the
Save Query to Current Study button at the bottom of
any of the tabs under the Screening tab. It opens a file
save dialog that by default prompts the current study
folder (Manual Examples/Queries folder). It should be
noted that although the results of a query (table) is
exported as a csv file, the query definition is saved in a
file with extension qry (Figure 8.7.) It is important to
Figure 8.5 Final results table.
Figure 8.6 Exporting results to current study query folder.
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remember that a query definition can be saved at any
time, even before all the criteria are selected in the
Screening tab, which means that an incomplete query
will be saved and then restored when opened. This
feature is useful when the user wants to stop and
resume later. Only complete queries should be included
in a catalog of countermeasures. Otherwise, processing
of the catalog for countermeasures will yield incorrect
results.
8.2 Clustering
The initial values needed by the clustering process are
shown in Figure 8.8. The required parameters are set as
Figure 8.7 Saving query definition to current study query folder.
Figure 8.8 Selecting files for clustering.
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follows: The Confidence F option for controlling adding
elements; F150.85; F50.5. The Frequency option is
selected as the clustering criterion and the Allow cluster
to switch roads option is disabled. The VMT option is
selected as exposure for segments. The type of crashes is
set as all crashes and the minimum number of crashes is
set as two.
Then, the file with the query results for widening
shoulders of two-lane rural segments from the screening
tool is selected to be processed as shown in Figure 8.9.
Once the data import is completed, the clustering
process can be run. At the end of the clustering process,
a Summary window appears with a summary report
showing the total number of clusters found and the
total segments included (Figure 8.10).
8.3 Visualization Using KML files
The initial values used by the visualization tool are
set at their default values as shown in Figure 8.11.
For the purposes of the example, both the initial
screening results and the clustering results were selected
to create the KML files. Figure 8.12 shows the screening
results of the high-crash two-lane rural segments with
shoulders less than six foot wide (narrow shoulders) in
Indiana.
Figure 8.13 shows the high-crash two-lane rural
segments with narrow shoulders in Perry County and
Figure 8.14 shows the same KML near Derby, IN in
Perry County. Figure 8.15 presents the clusters obtained
for this area.
Figure 8.9 Clustering selected files.
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Figure 8.10 Clustering summary.
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Figure 8.11 Visualization tool settings.
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Figure 8.13 Brown County: High-crash rural two-lane
segments with narrow shoulders.
Figure 8.12 High-crash rural two-lane segments with narrow
shoulders in Indiana.
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Figure 8.14 High-crash rural two-lane segments with narrow shoulders on SR 135 near Gnaw Bone, Indiana.
Figure 8.15 Clusters of high-crash rural two-lane segments with narrow shoulders on SR 135 near Gnaw Bone, Indiana.
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9. EXAMPLE: SAFETY PLAN OPTIMIZATION
The second example is focused on optimizing a safety
plan that includes four safety countermeasures: widening
shoulders and installing shoulder rumble strips on
segments and signalization and lighting at road intersec-
tions. The road screening for four countermeasures is
presented. Then, the four countermeasures (and corre-
sponding five queries) are placed in a catalog of counter-
measures to run three different types of analyses aimed to
optimize or evaluate the example safety plan for Indiana.
9.1 Screening
In this example, SNIP2 is used to identify roads
(segments and intersections) that are suitable for four
safety countermeasures: widen shoulders on road
segments, shoulder rumble strips on segments, traffic
signals at intersections, and lighting at intersections.
The first step is to start the SNIP2 program. SNIP2
checks the database for any left-over tables from
previous analyses. If any are found, they are purged
in preparation for the new query.
Then, the user creates a study folder called Manual
Examples by clicking the menu option Study/Create
New Study Folder. First, the user runs the screening for
shoulder widening, and then for the remaining counter-
measures, one by one.
This and the other example queries are made for
Indiana (scope) and for the period 2010–2012 (years).
Shoulder widening is considered only for rural two-lane
roads with shoulders narrower than six feet. The
crashes that can be linked with the narrow shoulders
are single-vehicle and run-off-road crashes. The crash
rates are calculated using the segment VMT. To
calculate the crash proportions, the number of single-
vehicle and run-off-road (relevance crashes) are related
to the number of all crashes on the segment (reference
crashes). The available CMFs for shoulder widening
apply to all crashes on the segment (target crashes).
9.1.1 Shoulder Widening
Details of screening the Indiana road segments for
widening shoulder are provided in chapter Example:
Widening Shoulders. The reader is requested to refer to
that chapter. Additional comments and explanation
about screening for the other three countermeasures are
provided in this chapter.
9.1.2 Shoulder Rumble Strips
Once the query of road segments for shoulder widening
is executed and saved, the user should repeat similar steps
to extract segments for shoulder rumble strips.
Similar query conditions apply to this counter-
measure except the type of segments; all two-lane rural
road segments without curbs should be considered
regardless of the shoulder width. The assumption is made
for this example that Indiana state roads have shoulders
sufficiently wide for installing rumble strips and to avoid
segments crossing populated areas; particularly after
implementing the shoulder-widening countermeasure.
The user may utilize the previous query by reading it,
modifying, and saving under a different name. The
modification is limited to removing the condition for
shoulder width under or equal to 6 ft (Figure 9.1); other
conditions are applicable without changes.
At the end of the process, another results table is
created. This file should also be exported as a csv file
using the Export Results button. The query definition
should also be saved. Since the current study folder did
not change, the new results file and the query definition
will both be saved in the Manual Examples/Queries
folder. (See Figure 9.2.)
9.1.3 Intersection Signalization and Lighting
The specific conditions for intersections that may
benefit from traffic signalization include the lack of
signalization. Other conditions include: 2010–2012
period, entire Indiana state road system, reference and
target crashes are all crashes, and traffic volume used as
the measure of exposure.
The steps for the analyses of intersections are identical
to the ones executed with the analyses of segments, except
that the infrastructure element chosen is Intersections and
the only measure of exposure available is Volume of
Traffic (Figure 9.3). In addition, once intersections are
selected as the infrastructure elements, the Intersection
Criteria Selection Tree becomes active in the Road
Elements tab (Figure 9.4), while the Segment Criteria
become inactive.
The conditions for intersections that may benefit
from installation of lighting include the lack of lighting
and the excessive number of crashes during nighttime
hours. Although all intersections are considered, screen-
ing is done separately for urban and rural intersections
with two queries (Figure 9.5). This separation is needed
because the cost of adding lighting to rural intersections
is on average different from the cost of adding lighting
to urban intersections. The two queries are represented
by two rows in a catalog of countermeasures, which
allow entering two different countermeasure costs. For
the signalization countermeasure, the element extrac-
tion should be confined to intersections without signals,
and the relevance crashes criteria focus on those which
occur at right angles as seen in Figure 9.4.
As with the previous example, after each screening is
completed, the results should be exported to csv files
and the query definitions to qry files for future use in a
catalog of countermeasures.
Five files with saved query definitions should be
available at the end of the screening (Figure 9.6):
1. two-lane rural road segments considered for widening
shoulders
2. two-lane rural road segments considered for rumble strips
3. intersections considered for signalization
4. rural intersections considered for lighting
5. urban intersections considered for lighting
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9.2 Optimization
A two-step process is required to select the best
combination of roads with safety needs and relevant
countermeasures that produce the highest safety benefit.
A catalog of countermeasures is created and the optimizer
is run.
9.2.1 Catalog of Countermeasures
A catalog of countermeasure is a collection of saved
queries; each query is associated with a safety counter-
measure, the CMFs for different severities, and the unit
cost of a countermeasure.
To create a catalog, the user should go to the Catalog
tab, the first tab under the Optimization tab (Figure 9.7).
Figure 63 displays the example catalog of the four
countermeasures. To generate this catalog, the user must
enter the name of the countermeasure in the first column,
followed by a brief description of the query that helps
identify it and associate it with the countermeasure.
Clicking the Select Query button in the catalog opens the
‘‘open file’’ dialog that displays the queries saved in the
previous steps (Figure 9.8.) The user selects the correct
query. Then, the values for the CMFs and the unit costs
of the countermeasure should be entered. Finally, the
user enters the service life for the countermeasure, in
years, in the last column.
Once all the countermeasures are added, the user
clicks the Create Matrix of Conflicting Countermeasures
button to display a matrix filled with zero values. If a
certain pair of countermeasures cannot be applied to
the same road, then value 1 should be entered in the cell
corresponding to the two countermeasures. The user
can enter 1 in the lower or upper part of the matrix.
SNIP 2 will fill the other cell of the matrix auto-
matically. In the example, none of the countermeasures
are conflicting and all the cells have value 0.
At this point, the user should save the catalog by
clicking the Save Catalog button. The catalog file will be
saved in the Manual Examples/Catalogs folder as the
current one (Figure 9.9). The catalog saved can be
opened at any time by clicking the Load Existing
Catalog button.
Clicking the Run Catalog button executes all the
queries in the catalog one by one in a batch mode without
involvement of the user. The results of running each query
are automatically exported to a csv query results file in the
Catalog folder. The query results file has the same name
as the associated query. In addition, a single csv query
names file is generated that includes all the names of the
query results files. The query names file is later read by
the SNIP2 optimizer to locate all the query results files
whose contents are used in the optimization.
9.2.2 Running the Optimizer
Processing the catalog of countermeasures produces
a set of roads that experience conditions that justify the
countermeasures included in the catalog. In the second
Figure 9.1 Segment criteria for adding rumble strips.
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Figure 9.2 Saving the query results and definitions in the current study query folder.
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Figure 9.5 Urban and rural intersections processed separately.
Figure 9.4 Intersections without signals and right angle crashes.
Figure 9.3 Choosing intersections will assign exposure to ‘‘traffic volume.’’
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Figure 9.6 Resulting five queries for this example.
Figure 9.7 Assembled catalog of countermeasures.
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phase, the SNIP2 optimizer selects for each counter-
measure the best subset of roads from the initial set
of candidate roads. This selection of roads can be
performed in three types of analyses: evaluation of a
safety plan, prediction of the annual expenditure needed
to save a certain number of crashes, or optimization of a
safety plan within the given budget. The three types of
analyses are discussed below.
9.2.2.1 Safety Plan Evaluation. This type of analysis
aims to predict the annual safety benefit measured in the
numberof crashes savedby severity level and the associated
annual expenditure if all the countermeasures included in
the catalog are applied subject to constraints other than the
total budget. The first step is to enter the name of two files:
(1) where the optimization results will be saved, and (2) the
query names file that allows the optimizer locate all the files
with query results (Figure 9.10).
Next, the input to the economic calculations should
be entered: the interest rate of 4% and the inflation rate
of 2%. The present year is 2013, the year of crash cost is
2011, the year of cost improvement is 2012; and the first
and last years of the crash data period are 2010 and
2012, respectively (Figure 9.11).
Then, the exposure for segments and intersections
are selected as VMT and AADT, respectively. The road
element selection criteria includes the Adjusted Index of
Frequency with the threshold value of 0.85 and the
minimum number of crashes set at one for KA crashes,
two for KA+BC crashes, and two for KA+BC+PDO
Figure 9.8 Selecting associated queries.
Figure 9.9 Saving example catalog of countermeasure.
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Figure 9.10 Selecting the catalog of countermeasures results file.
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Figure 9.11 Optimization settings data.
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crashes. Relaxing the minimum crash criteria will lead
to saving a higher number of crashes but with a lower
B/C ratio because road elements with the largest room
for improvement are those with a high number of
crashes and high values of I or F. Finally, the safety
plan evaluation type of analysis needs to be selected,
which is the Safety Plan Evaluation.
Although SNIP2 allows setting the regional constraints
and program constraints of the safety plan evaluation
plan, no constraints are set; only the conflicting counter-
measures matrix is always required and it is filled with
zeroes in the considered case.
Figure 9.12 shows the results. Applying the evalu-
ated safety program will cost nearly $3million per year,
and it will save annually more than 330 crashes with the
annual benefit over $8.1 million. A detailed results file
that includes all the selected countermeasure and road
elements is saved as a csv file (Figure 9.13).
9.2.2.2 Safety Plan Cost Prediction. The safety plan
evaluation has shown that $3million will buy four KA
crashes, 48 BC crashes, and 282 PDO crashes saved a
year if the entire safety plan is implemented. Another
good question is about the annual cost of saving a
certain number of crashes on the studied roads with the
set of countermeasures at hand but applied in the most
cost-effective way. Let us assume that the desired
reduction is 50 KA+BC crashes. All the previous inputs
remain except the type of analysis, which now is safety
plan cost prediction and the target crash reduction,
which is 50 injury crashes (KA or BC). This input is
shown in Figure 9.14.
Figure 9.12 Safety evaluation program results.
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The analysis executed by clicking the Run button
produced the results shown in Figure 9.15. Saving 50
injury crashes would cost $1.3 million per year.
9.2.2.3 Safety Plan Optimization. Unlike the pre-
vious types of analysis, the safety program optimi-
zation takes into account the total annual budget when
selecting the best combination of roads and relevant
countermeasures. In this case, a total budget of $1.25
million was used.
Figure 9.16 shows the distribution of the expenditure
between the INDOT districts as a result of running the
safety plan optimization for the four countermeasures.
To reduce expenditures in the LaPorte, Fort Wayne
and Vincennes districts, new constraints were added to
limit the total expenditure in each of the two districts to
$230,000 (Figure 9.17). A minimum expenditure of
$200,000 was also set for a widening shoulders program
as shown in Figure 9.17. Figure 9.18 shows the
distribution of the expenditure between the INDOT
districts after running the safety plan optimization with
the extra constraints.
A log file in the csv format is generated as a result of
the optimization. This file contains the list of non-
selected road elements and the reason why they were
not selected. Figure 9.19 shows an example of this file.
9.2.2.4 Saving the Optimization Problem.At any time,
all the settings and inputs of the optimization problem
can be saved in a csv file by clicking on the Save button
(Figure 9.20). This file can be opened and edited later
by the user.
Figure 9.13 Optimization output data file.
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Figure 9.14 Safety plan cost predication settings.
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Figure 9.15 Safety plan cost prediction results.
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Figure 9.16 Safety plan optimization results: total cost.
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Figure 9.17 Safety plan optimization constraints.
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Figure 9.19 Optimization log file.
Figure 9.18 Safety plan optimization results with extra constraints: total cost.
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Figure 9.20 Saving the optimization problem input.
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APPENDIX A. SCREENING CONCEPTS
IDENTIFICATION METHOD
The safety identification method includes components designed
to fulfill the agency’s need to systematically investigate a
particular problem. The following items are the core components
necessary for a successful identification method:
1. Scope, elements, and selection criteria
2. Safety performance measures
3. Exposures measures
4. Statistical evaluation measures
Scope, Elements, and Selection Criteria
Scope
The scope or domain is the geographic unit in which the user
wishes to conduct the screening. In the safety screening tool, three
scopes have been defined: state, county, and city/town. The scope
can be limited to a particular county/township or multiple
counties/townships, but should always be greater than the elements
in geographic extent.
Element
An element is the smallest unit of aggregation level that a user
wishes to investigate. Elements can be the facility type (e.g.,
segments, intersection points, intersection, ramps, or bridges) or
can be a smaller geographic unit within the scope. Therefore, the
scope or domain is the group of elements an agency wishes to
investigate.
Selection Criteria
After defining the scope and elements, it is important to
define the selection criteria. The selection criteria basically
facilitate obtaining a subset of the elements within the scope.
Within the conceptual framework of safety screening, the
Screening tab is used to define the selection criteria, which can




Crash selection criteria are considered in order to investigate a
specific type of crash. For example, an agency might be interested
in only fatal or incapacitating injury types of crashes or only
nighttime crashes. An example might be obtaining only alcohol-
related crash locations for targeted enforcement purposes. The
crash selection criteria are mainly dependent on the crash
variables and their availability.
Element Selection Criteria
Element selection criteria also have a very specific purpose.
Since the Indiana road inventory is embedded in the master record
sets, a user might be interested in the crash propensity for a
specific design condition (e.g., a particular roadway with a specific
median type/width). Combining the crash and element selection
criteria can serve as a great tool for choosing candidates for a
specific program. Figure A.1 shows the interaction among the
scope, element, and selection criteria in the overall safety screening
process.
Safety Performance Measures
After a user defines the scope, element, and selection criteria, it
is important to define the unit of identification. The identification
unit is analogous to the measures of safety which can have three
basic types:
N Crash Frequency. Crash frequency is the crash counts of all
crashes or a specific subset of crashes as determined by the user.
N Crash Cost. Crash cost applies to all crashes or a specific
subset of crashes as determined by the user.
N Crash Rate. The crash rate is the crash frequency/exposure
and can vary based on the type of elements selected.
N Proportions of Crash. The proportion is the ratio of relevance
crashes (studied crashes) to reference crashes (e.g., the
proportion of rear-end crashes to the total number of crashes).
Exposure Measures
Exposures are used to estimate crash rates as the ratio of the
crash count and a specific measure of exposure reflecting the
analyzed period. They can be AADT, VMT, or road length,




c5 number of studied crashes during the analysis period
w5 cost of crashes on road element during the analysis period
m5 estimate of the expected crashes or cost during the analysis
period and for the exposure
v5 variance of the m estimate
Variables needed to calculate w, m, and v:
e5 exposure on road element (AADT, length L, VMT during the
analysis period)
r5 number of reference crashes on road element during the
analysis period
u5 unit crash cost
N5 number of road elements in the group of roads
S5 total number of studied crashes in the group of roads during
the analysis period
R5 total number of reference crashes in the group of roads during
the analysis period
E5 total exposure in the group of roads during the analysis period
W5 total cost of crashes in the group of roads during the analysis
period
sub k5 severity level k
Two distributions are used to evaluate the statistical signifi-
cance of the safety problem: Gamma distribution and Negative
Binomial Distribution. Gamma distribution has parameters a and
b, such that mean is ab, and variance is ab2 and density:
TABLE A.1
Exposure measures for different road elements
Element of Investigation Exposure
County Population, VMT, registered vehicle, area
City Population, VMT, registered vehicle, area
Township Population, VMT, registered vehicle, area
State segment Link volume (ADT, VMT), Length
State-state intersection Total approach volume (ADT, VMT)
State-local intersection State (major) road volume
Ramp Link volume (ADT, VMT), length
Bridge Link volume (ADT, VMT), length
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f lð Þ~ 1
baC að Þ l
a{1exp {l=bð Þ. The Negative Binomial distribu-
tion can be viewed as a mixture of Poisson distributions with the
Poisson parameter l distributed according to the Gamma. The
parameters of Negative Binomial the distributions are inherited
from the Gamma. The mean is ab, and the variance is (ab+ab2),








. The MS Excel
parameterization of the Gamma distribution is as introduced
above while the Negative Binomial distribution uses parameters:
r5a+1 and p51/(1+b).
Concepts
Let c be the recorded number of crashes of a certain type used
to evaluate a road element’s safety during the analysis period. An
agency wants to know if this number of crashes indicates that
there is a safety problem on the considered road element. The
safety problem is confirmed if the number of crashes c is
significantly higher than the number expected for the exposure e
on the considered road element.
There are a number of exposure measures (e.g., the traffic volume
entering an intersection or the vehicle-miles travelled along a road
segment). The number of crashes m expected for the exposure is the
product of the average crash rate S/E in the considered group of
roads and the exposure e on the studied road element.
The segment length can be used if the traffic volume is missing.
This option is reserved for local roads that typically do not have
traffic volumes measured. The number of crashes m expected for
the exposure is the product of the average crash density in the
group of roads and the length of the studied road element.
Checking if the considered crashes constitute too large of a
proportion of a wider category of crashes (reference crashes) is
another important safety test. For example, all intersection crashes
may serve as reference crashes for a proportion of right-angle
crashes. The number of crashes m expected in this case is the product
of the reference proportion S/R (average proportion of intersection
crashes that are right-angle crashes in the group of considered
intersections) and the reference crashes r at the studied intersection.
Crash Frequency (Count)
The first step is to estimate the crash rate S/E in the considered
group of roads, where S is the total number of considered crashes
in the group of roads and E is the total exposure in that group.
The expected number of crashes m on the considered road element
is the product of the exposure e on this road element and the crash
rate S/E in the road group: m5e?S/E. The variance of this estimate
is caused by the varying number of S crashes scaled with e/E. The
estimate m is distributed according to the Gamma distribution
G(a5S, b5e/E) with the variance v5ab25S(e/E)2.
The test of whether the actual number of crashes c is larger than
the number m expected for the exposure e is done through checking
whether the crash count c is sufficiently far into the right tail of the
distribution of the crash counts around the uncertain Gamma-
distributed meanm. This test calls for using the Gamma-mixture of
Poisson distributions, thus for using the Negative Binomial
distribution NB(a5S, b5e/E). The crash count c indicates that
the current safety on the road element is worse than expected for
the exposure if the cumulative distribution NB at c takes a high
value (i.e., higher than 0.95). This value is called Confidence FCF –
the probabilistic measure which varies between 0 and 1.
Figure A.1 Scope, elements, and crashes and their selection/screening criteria.
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Using the Excel notation, the calculation of confidence F is:
FCF5Sx50..c NegBinom.Dist(x, r5a+1, p51/(1+b))5Beta.Dist
(1/(1+b), a, c+1, 1),
or more specifically: FCF5Beta.Dist(1/(1+e/E), S, c+1,1)5
Another method of statistical significance is the Index ICF, the
quality control measure that indicates the difference between the
estimated safety and the target safety (expected for the exposure)
measured with the standard deviation of the difference estimate. A






The value ICF may be questionable and inconsistent with the
significance FCF if the underlying distribution is strongly skewed
to the right (Gamma and Negative Binomial distributions tend to
be skewed if the expected value is close to zero). It may lead to an
I-based ranking that is inconsistent with the F-based ranking.
Since agencies may prefer using index ICF, an adjusted IAF value is
proposed that is determined based on the calculated FCF value. It
uses an ‘‘equivalent’’ normal distribution which preserves the
original m, c, and FCF values. The equivalent parameter se needs
to be calculated. Given that the standardized cumulative normal
distribution can be closely and conveniently approximated with
the logistic function:

























ln FCFð Þ{ ln 1{FCFð Þ
1:7
To control the overflow error, small values of FCF and 12FCF
should not be used. Instead, an assumed small negative value of
ln(F) and ln(12F) (e.g., 299) should be used. Since the equation
for IAF is an approximation (although a close one), IAF should be
set at a value 0 of s5m to avoid an obviously counterintuitive
result.
The relationship between index IAF and significance FCF is
shown in Figure A.2 and summarized in Table A.1. It can be
concluded that IAF lower than 1.25 indicates no or weak statistical
evidence of a safety problem (FCF,0.90), and IAF between 1.3 and
1.7 indicates considerable evidence (FCF between 0.90 and 0.95),
and IAF between 1.7 and 2.7 indicates strong evidence (FCF
between 0.95 and 0.99), and IAF larger than 2.7 indicates very
strong evidence.
Proportion of Crashes
The reference proportion is the estimated proportion of studied
crashes S in the reference crashes R in the group of roads: S/R. The
expected number of crashes at a single road element which
corresponds to the reference proportion is calculated as: m5r?S/R,
where r is the number of reference crashes on the road element and S/
R is the proportion of studied crashes in the reference crashes in the
group of roads (reference proportion). The variance of the estimate
m is caused by the variability of all the component crash counts: r, S,
and R. These counts are not independent from each other as
explained in Figure A.3. To estimate the variance of the m estimate,
the crashes in the group of considered roads have been divided into
four counts: c, c1, c2, c3, and c4 in a way that these counts vary
independently and can be used to calculate the counts r, S, and R:
R5c+c1+c2+c3, S5c+c1, and r5c+c2. The derivation of the variance
of estimate m; v5(2crSR+r2SR+rS2R23r2S2)/R3 is described below.
The variance of m5rs/d is calculated as the variance of
m5(c+c1)(c+c2)/(c+c1+c2+c3) with four independent sources of
Poisson variance: c, c1, c2, and c3. The variance is derived from the
following equation:
var m c,c1,c2,c3ð Þ~ LmLc
 2




The validity of the derived variance and of the assumption of
Gamma distribution applied to this criterion has been evaluated
using a simulation of 10,000 values of the m estimates for two
distinct sets of values of c, r, s, and d. The simulated distribution
of the m estimates and corresponding Gamma distributions with
the parameters calculated in steps 2, 3, and 4 are shown in
Figure A.4 (for (c510, s5210, r5210, d5510, m545.3, v518.1)
and Figure A.5 for (c51, s56, r53, d518, m50.44, v51.0). The
simulation-based evaluation confirms the validity of the method
for estimating right-hand distribution tails of m estimates.
Estimation of the significance FCP is made using equation
FCP5Beta.Dist(1/(1+b), a, c+1, 1),
where a5m2/v and b5v/m, thus
FCP5Beta.Dist(1/(1+v/m), m2/v, c+1, 1).
The adjusted Index IAP is calculated as
IAP~
ln FCPð Þ{ln 1{FCPð Þ
1:7
Cost Criterion
Traffic volume, AADT, and segment length are useful in
calculating the expected cost of crashes on the studied road
element. The expected cost of crashes can be obtained by
multiplying the crash cost rate per unit exposure averaged for
the studied road network with the exposure values for the studied
road element.
The expected cost of crashes on a road segment or at an
intersection exceeds the expected cost under the given exposure.
An estimate of the expected number of crashes at severity level k is
distributed according to Gamma with parameters a5ck and b51.
Thus, the mean value is mk5ck and the variance is vk5ck. The
Figure A.2 Relationship between the index of Frequency I
and the significance of Level F.
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scaling property of the Gamma distribution allows assuming that
the cost of all crashes of severity k at the location is also distributed
as Gamma with parameters: a5ck, b5uk. The corresponding mean
mk5ckuk, and variance vk5ckuk






and the close approximation of the variance of cost estimate







If the cost of crashes on the road expected for the exposure can
be calculated as: m5e?W/E, where e is the exposure on the
considered road element, W is the total cost of crashes in the
group of roads, and E is the total exposure in the group of roads.





which is the total cost
variance and E is the total exposure in the road group. The
variance of the difference between the w and m estimates is
approximated with the sum of the two component variances v1









and index IAC is calculated as before:
IAC~
ln FCCð Þ{ ln 1{FCCð Þ
1:7
COMPUTATIONS
See Table A.2, ‘‘Confidence F and index I for the three
screening criteria.’’
Figure A.3 Dependence between crash counts.
Figure A.4 Case 1: Simulated (blue) versus calculated (red)
distributions of m estimates. Figure A.5 Case 2: Simulated (blue) versus calculated (green)
distributions of m estimates.
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APPENDIX B. ROAD CLUSTERING
The screening tool identifies which road elements experience an
excessive number of crashes. Clustering these elements into longer
road sections may reveal useful spatial regularities that may be
useful to INDOT engineers in scoping corridor improvement
studies and other safety-oriented programs.
It is important to note that elements with safety needs should
be clustered based on the safety performance measures in order to
obtain relevant road clusters from the safety management point of
view. The following text describes the statistical basis of clustering
and the clustering method itself.
STATISTICAL BASIS
There are three basic safety measures that can be used to
identify road elements with excessive numbers of certain categories
of crashes: crash frequency, crash rate, and crash proportion.
Crashes are subject to a strong random fluctuation over time and
two safety performance indices, Confidence F and Index I, are
proposed to estimate the level of statistical confidence indicated in
the detected excessive number of crashes as a systematic issue
rather than the effect of random fluctuation.
Significance F is the probability of a safety level equal to or
better than the one observed during the period of analysis if the
expected safety level in the long run is average for the type of
location and under the given exposure. The higher the significance
of F is, the stronger the evidence is that the location experiences a
real safety problem. Values of F50.90 and higher are typically
used.
Index I is the difference between the safety observed during the
period of analysis and the safety expected given the location type
and exposure divided by the standard deviation of the difference
estimate. It is a simplified measure of Significance F. Values of
I51.5 and higher provide sufficient evidence that the location
experiences a real safety problem.
Significance F is calculated as BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c), while
Index I is calculated as: (c2m)/(c+am2)1/2, where: a is the over-
dispersion parameter, m is the average crash count in a long run,
and c is the actual crash count in the period of analysis. Equations
for calculating the values of m and a for different safety measures
are shown in Table B.1.
CLUSTERING METHOD
One of the important operations of clustering road elements is
evaluation of the safety level in the current clusters to ensure that
the obtained clusters experience excessive numbers of crashes. A
practical method of updating safety evaluations in clusters is
aggregation of the safety measures of the individual network
elements included in the cluster. The exact method based on
Significance F is statistically and computationally troublesome
because summing two Gamma variables does not yield a Gamma
variable, and the convenient equivalency between Negative
Binomial and Beta distribution cannot be used. Therefore, Index
I, which is easy to update for clusters, is calculated instead. The








where the values of c{mð Þi and czam2
 
i
are known for any
road element i. The clustering algorithm is shown in Figure B.1. It
is important to note that the clustering process is controlled by
two user-selected threshold values: I1 and I2. The recommended
ranges are: (1.25–2) for I1 and (0–1.25) for I2 with the
recommendation that I1.I2. The user can restrict the clusters’
building only along the same routes to follow the common
practice in scoping road studies. Other restrictions may be added
to the algorithm as needed. A list of clusters and their elements is
obtained based on the screening results, the network topology,
and the parameters set by the user.
TABLE B.1
Levels of statistical evidence
Statistical Evidence of
Safety Problem Confidence FCF Index IAF




Very strong .0.99 .2.7
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Figure B.1 Clustering algorithm flowchart.
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APPENDIX C. RESULTS PRESENTATION
Result presentation is the final step of the screening process. In
this phase, the user can visualize the results obtained in the
standard screening or clusters/special studies. ArcGIS provides
many visualization tools that can accomplish this job. Among
the various features available in ArcGIS, the following three
visualization tools are widely used:
N Symbology
N Labels
N Selection by attributes
Symbology refers to visualization of a feature (i.e., a single
element), categories of elements, quantities, etc., by colors or
symbols. Symbology has a special procedure for preparing
charts like bar charts or pie charts to be shown as part of the
individual element. Figure C.1 shows a sample Symbology
selection window.
Labels is useful in displaying a name or a value of a particular
attribute on a map; for example, individual roads on a map can be
labeled with their names to enhance visualization or to help
identify a specific feature on the map. Figure C.2 shows a network
layer with and without labels.
Selection by attribute can highlight particular elements of
interest on a map. For example, intersections having more than 10
crashes per year can be easily selected and marked. Figure C.3
shows an example of visualization made by ‘‘select by attribute
tool’’ in which the highlighted local roads were found to have
signalization. The user can easily scan through the map once the
features are selected. Details about the results display and
visualization are discussed in the User Manual.
Figure C.1 Window in ArcGIS.
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Figure C.2 Labeling feature (left: no labeling; right: labeling).
Figure C.3 Selection by attribute.
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APPENDIX D. OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Based on the available data, which includes the road
information, the crash information, and the catalog of safety
countermeasures, a mixed non-linear programming was estab-
lished.





























Dih5 crash frequency at location i at level of severity h,
CCRFjh5 combined crash reduction factor for countermeasure
j at severity h,
CCh5 crash cost for h severity (KA, BC, or PDO),
Rij5 relevant countermeasure j at location i,
Cij5 cost at location i for project j,
TB5 total budget,
Bj5 minimum budget for projects of type j,
Uk5 upper bound budget for regional k,
Lk5 lower bound budget for regional k,
Ik5 location I belongs to regional k,
Jm5 mutually exclusive countermeasures matrix, and
Xij5 binary variable.
The formulation shown in Equations 2.1 through 2.5 is
consistent with mixed non-linear programming. If several counter-
measures were implemented together to enhance the safety benefit
at some locations, it is intended to use combined crash reduction
factors, and the equivalent is as follows (Lacy, 2001):







Equations 1 through 6 constitute a general formation that
includes most of the practical situations but may change
depending on the different circumstances at a given site.
ALGORITHM
The above formulations of the optimization problem were
approximately solved by using the greedy heuristic search.
The optimization algorithm defines the principles of the
heuristic method. The first step of the algorithm is to select the
hazardous crash locations and then to create a list of potential
safety countermeasures. Some countermeasures can be applied
together, but some of them are mutually exclusive; therefore, the
list is presented in a 0–1 matrix. Next, the benefit for each
countermeasure is calculated as shown in Appendix E. Then, the
benefit/cost ratio is calculated for the safety countermeasures, and
the highest B/C ratio is selected.
If a safety countermeasure satisfies all the constraints, then it
will be implemented; however, if it violates some constraint, then
it is deleted from the list. The algorithm continues running until no
further countermeasures can be selected. The algorithm flowchart
in Figure D.1 shows the steps of the optimization algorithm.
Using the developed tool, the safety countermeasures for the crash
location can be identified. In accordance with the assigned constraints
for different conditions, the optimizer estimates the expected total cost
and the total benefit and calculates the benefit/cost ratio. In order to
pictorially explain the process, a figure also appears in the interface.
The optimal results are saved as a csv file.
ECONOMIC CALCULATIONS
Step 1. The required input: safety countermeasures; number of
PD, NI, and IF crashes during the period with crash data; average
AADT in the period with crash data; unit capital costs in Y2 year
dollars; service life of the countermeasures; interest rate; inflation
rate; and unit costs of PD, NI, and IF crashes in Y1 year dollars.
The traffic is assumed fixed over the years (zero growth rate).
Step 2. Determine the crash reduction factors (CRF). In the
case of multiple improvements, the CRFs for the individual







CRF5 total percent crash reduction factor for multiple
improvements,
CRFn5 crash reduction factor for the n
th improvement.


























if D,0 then assume D50,
where:
M5 average annual frequency of crashes in the group of roads,
Aj5 number of PD, NI, or IF crashes on road j during period with
crash data,
Y5 number of years in the period with crash data,
N5 number of roads in the group of roads,
V5 variance of crashes in the group of roads,
R5 average crash rate in the group of roads,
Ej5 exposure (average daily VMT, AADT, length L) that
represents exposure on road j,
mj5 expected number of PD, NI, IF crashes on road j,
Vp5 average squared residual (Aj2mj) where mj5R?Y?Ej, and
D5 over-dispersion parameter.
Step 4. Estimate the crash frequency in the period with crash
data. The reported crashes and the expected crashes for the
exposure are combined.
a~R:E












a^5 best estimate of the PD, NI, or FI frequency (crashes/year),
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a5PD, NI, or FI frequency (crashes/year) expected at location,
E5 exposure measure,
D5 over-dispersion parameter,
A5 number of PD, NI, or FI crashes during the period with crash
data (crashes in Y years), and
Y5(LY2FY+1) number of years in the period with crash data (FY
and LY are the first and last years of the period with crash data).
Step 5. Estimate the annual safety benefit, which is the product
of the annual frequency a of PD, NI, or IF crashes, the CRF, and










B5 annual crash benefit for reducing crashes PD, NI, or FI,
a5PD, NI, IF crash frequency,
CRF5 percent crash reduction factor of k severity,
C15 average cost of PD, NI, or IF crash in year Y1,
F5 inflation rate, assumed to be 2% unless otherwise specified,
and
PY5 present year.
Step 6. Calculate the present worth of the total agency costs,
which is the accumulated capital costs of all the improvements.


















C5 annualized countermeasure cost,
C2i5 the capital cost of the i
th improvement in year Y2,
I5 interest rate, assume 4% unless specified otherwise, and
SLi5 service life of the i
th improvement.
Figure D.1 Heuristic algorithm flowchart.
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